Midwest Creation Fellowship Statement of Faith

1. The Bible is the inspired Word of God, and is historically and scientifically accurate throughout.

2. Nature reveals the Creator's handiwork. The study of the natural world by means of the scientific method will help us understand the created order.

3. Plants, animals, and man were specifically created as independent functional units by God in six normal, consecutive days.

4. The Genesis Flood was an historical, global event.

5. The genealogies recorded in Scripture limit the maximum age of the earth to less than 10,000 years.

6. Death was introduced by the fall of Adam and Eve, making salvation necessary through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ.

Through Him all things were made; without Him nothing was made that has been made.  -- John 1:3
Midwest Creation Fellowship (MCF) is a 501(c)(3) Christian and educational organization. MCF exists to demonstrate that the Bible is historically and scientifically accurate.

“Always be ready to give a logical defense to anyone who asks you to account for the hope that is in you, but do it courteously and respectfully.”

(1 Pet. 3:15, Amplified Bible)

How we can help

Monthly Presentations
We bring in credentialed scientists from major Biblical creation organizations, and Chicagoland area experts, dealing with cutting-edge science and history in support of a recent creation and Biblical authority. Visit midwestcreationfellowship.org for coming events!

Library-by-Mail
Over 700 titles of DVDs, VHSs, books, audios, etc., mostly on the creation/evolution issue, are loaned free to members. You pay only return postage.

Field Trips
We have visited the Chicago Field Museum, Lake Michigan, the Holocaust Museum, the Creation Museum, and more. We can organize a trip for your group!

Student Essay Contest
Ages 11-18 are welcome to submit an essay on any creation-related topic. Essays accepted January 1 to April 30. Cash prizes up to $500! Winners are invited to present their material at an autumn MCF meeting.

Social Media
Our website and Facebook pages list coming events. Sign up on our website for emailed notices.

Downloads
Two different creationist guides to the Chicago Field Museum’s Evolving Planet Exhibit. Crossword puzzles.

Why is there EVIL if there’s a good, all-powerful God? Haven’t scientists proved that nature created life? How could ONE boat hold all the animals? What about dinosaurs? If the Bible is true, where’s the evidence?
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• “Sue” the T-rex at Chicago Field Museum
• Children examining fossils on field trip to Lake Michigan lakefront
• Sharon Peterson of Incredible Bats! with Egyptian fruit bat at an MCF meeting
• MCF meeting with Jay Seegert
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